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Lenition is formally expressed as element loss (Harris 1994). A plosive T has at 
least the elements |ʔ|, |h|, and a fricative F has at least |h|, so losing |ʔ| from T yields F. A 
truly voiced plosive D has also |L| (Nasukawa 1995, Ploch 1999). Logically, it should be 
possible to lose |h| and end up with |ʔ|, |L|, i. e. a nasal stop N. However, D does not 
lenite to N (Harris 1994, Honeybone 2005). Further, in languages with the constraint 
*D#, D → N is a possible resolution, yet it is never utilised (Harris, p.c.). In one version of 
Government Phonology (GP), GP 2.0 (Pöchtrager 2006), manner is represented as 
structure. T has two layers of structure, F has one. Losing one layer yields F. However, N 
also has two layers, hence losing one layer should be able to yield F, yet this never 
happens. Onset Prominence (OP) (Schwartz 2015) has different nodes which 
correspond to edge (by itself N), and noise, their combination yielding T/D. While this 
captures the complexity of T, again it is not clear why noise cannot be lost to yield N. 
Ideally, the representation of N should predict its behaviour. I will address this issue in a 
new model, Spatial Phonology, building on research in structural representation (also 
see Backley and Nasukawa 2016, van der Hulst 2015, Steriade 1993). 
Phonotactics: In order to introduce the theory and the analysis, I must briefly look at 
phonotactics. I assume that phonotactic strength is the most important indicator of 
structure, and phonotactic strength is best observed in the governing power of a 
consonant not followed by a vowel. (1) shows the strength of non-contour manners. 
Nor(wegian) namn: ‘name’, vaŋn ‘wagon’ profs ‘professional’, K(ayardild) kuʈalalŋ ‘ray’ 

  
Two objects cannot be of symmetric strength: French has both RT# and TR# but TR# is 
prone to simplification and acquired later (cf. Charette 1991, Demuth and Kehoe 2006). 
English has a schwa in [kæzəm] but not in [temz]. TS is acquired later than ST (Syrika et. 
al. 2007). I assume that the unmarked NF/RT/ST reflect strength accurately. T> 
(stronger than) F>N>l>r.  
Hypothesis: Language is built on asymmetrical relations (also see Anderson and Ewen 
1987, Kayne 1994, Di Sciullo 2004, van der Hulst 2015). The simplest object is a point. 
When two points combine, they cannot be of equal import. One is the head (2a), the 
other a dependent. The closest dependent is removed along one dimension (2c). This 
corresponds to comp(lement) in generative syntax. The far dependent is removed along 
two dimensions (2b). This corresponds to spec(ifier). I assume that the closer two points 
are, the stronger the relation between them. In syntax, this means, for instance, the verb 
creates idioms with its object (Marantz 1981) but not with only its subject. A head with 
comp is strongly valent, a head with spec is weakly valent. A head with none is nonvalent 
(2a), a head with both is bivalent (2d). In phonology, valence corresponds to 
phonotactic strength. (In (2), R: approximant)  
2) a) nonvalent R b) weakly valent N         c) strongly valent F            d) bivalent T 

 
Based on (1), the strongest manner, T, is represented as bivalent (2d). The weakest 
manner, R, is nonvalent (2a). Strongly valent (2c) is F and weakly valent (2b) is N. (2d) 



also accurately maps to the temporal arrangement of T: catch (spec), hold (head) and 
release (comp). (By asymmetry, spec and comp cannot be on the same side of the head.) 
Lenition: One crucial difference between (2) and existing models is the asymmetric 
strength of (2b) and (2c). Since stopness (2b) involves a weaker relationship than 
friction (2c), stopness is lost more easily than friction: T→F but not *T → N. Structure is 
peeled from outside in. Syntax works similarly: In passivisation, subject becomes a 
peripheral adjunct. In contrast, in antipassivisation, object does not become a peripheral 
adjunct, but its status is equivalent to an accusative object in nominative systems (Beach 
2003). 
Further issues: i. N is the best ‘coda’ in the traditional sense, such as in Mandarin san1 
‘umbrella’ (cf. Kramer 2016). ii. N is also the best governee in ‘coda-onset’ clusters, as in 
Japanese (Prince 1984), even though it is not the best governee in branching onsets, e.g.: 
play, *pnay. iii. T is more complex than F, but it is less marked. T is acquired before F, 
and most Australian languages have T not F. This is a puzzle for any theory which aims 
to capture both complexity and markedness. I will look at the interaction of manner and 
constituency in Spatial Grammar to address these issues. 
Constituency: There is a domain head D0 such that it takes a consonantal phrase CP as 
its external argument and a nuclear phrase NP (vowel) as its internal argument (3c). CP 
can be embedded in another CP, yielding clusters (3d).  

 
In (3a), N (only spec) sits in specDP, and a vowel (NP) sits in compDP. (3a) is an onset N 
followed by a vowel. In (3b), N sits in specCP, this is a cluster NT. In both (3a, 3b), there 
is a spec-only object in the spec of another object. The hosting dependent position and 
the dependent position in the hostee are identical. Visually, this is a blue plane shape 
stacked in another. Let us call the configuration in (3a, 3b) identical iteration (II). In 
contrast, in (3c), F (only comp) sits in specD. The hosting position and the position in 
the hostee are different. II configurations are especially well-knit, which for instance, 
facilitates homorganicity in English, among other languages: N is homorganic with 
following T (3b) e.g.: im+possible, winter, but F is not: *aspen → afpen. If F sits in 
compDP (3d), then the configuration has II and is homorganic: This is an affricate (TF). 
Analysis: II configurations, because of the strong bond in them, can exist even in 
restricted environments. i. Japanese has only identically iterating NT (3b) as a 
coda-onset cluster though rT is no worse in terms of complexity. ii. Mandarin restricts a 
CP followed by an empty NP to an identically iterating one (3a), e.g.: san_ ‘umbrella’. iii. 
Australian languages limit their inventory by II: The host of specDP has at least spec iff 
it binary-branches: (N, T) fit the bill but not F *(3c). iv. Korean has a similar restriction 
before an empty NP: The host of specDP must have at least spec (no F) and also no CP 
in CP embedding (no clusters, no TF). (Laterals have a compound head C0 with a 
spec-head configuration, see Author 2017.) Deriving elements as geometric objects 
sheds light on multiple puzzles, including why there is spec and comp at all in syntax or 
phonology. 


